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Introduction

Pebble smartwatch uses buttons for navigation 
instead of a touchscreen

But they are awkward 
and difficult to press



Goal

Explore one-
handed scrolling 
for the Pebble. 



Initial Approaches



Accelerometer-based Approaches

Tap the watch
Not very sensitive, finicky

Tilt the watch 
Much more consistent and 
sensitive



Arduino-based Approaches

Shaft Encoder
Turned out to be impractical

Linear Soft Potentiometer
Limited accuracy, can’t tap

Capacitive strip
Much easier to work with 
and prototype



Our Two Final Approaches



Tilting Using the 
Accelerometer



1. Tilt using the accelerometer

० Tilt the wrist to scroll up and down
० Move the forearm up or down to select
० Implemented and tested directly on the Pebble



Tilting Demo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkwU26QJP6k


Capacitive Strip 
on a Glove



2. Capacitive strip on a glove

० Move the thumb across the strip to scroll
० Tap the strip to select
० Implemented and tested in a Processing app



Glove Demo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6S23Ai7X7Y


User Testing Protocol



User Testing

Between-subject evaluation

Compared performance of new techniques to 
the incumbent technique (buttons)

6
users tested using 

Buttons

5
users tested using 

Tilting

3
users tested using 

Glove



User Testing

(so far)

6
users tested using 

Buttons

5
users tested using 

Tilting

3
users tested using 

Glove



Test Apps

Pebble Java 



Protocol: 2 task types

1. Known Target:
Finding a number in a list.
10 trials

2. Unknown Target:
Finding the word “*****NEXT” in a list
10 trials

Each round of testing included 10 trials of each type.
Each participant performed 3 rounds of testing.



Performance Measures

Speed
Measured time to complete each trial

Accuracy
Distance between the target item and the one selected 
during the trial



User Testing Results



Overall Results

Technique Average Total Time Percentage Correct

Baseline 211.61 seconds 98%

Tilt 249.31 seconds 67%

Glove 195.88 seconds 83%



Known vs. Unknown Scrolls



Short vs. Long Scrolls



Qualitative Observations



Learning effects

We noticed participants developing strategies to 
improve their performance both using Tilt and Glove



Buttons

० Overshooting:  All the participant overshot by ~2 items when not 

using discrete pushes. 

० Very Accurate Correction

० Long Scrolling: Participants complained about long scrolls.

० “It was long! If it is a smartwatch it should be smart enough  

to skip to the end”

० Physical Strain: Buttons are hard to push. 



Tilt

० Fatigue and Frustration

० Ergonomic issues: Going down is easy, going up is much harder.

० Screen out of sight:  when tilting away.

० Lack of feedback when selecting



Glove

० Easy to Use according to user feedback

० Scrolling Direction: 2 users tried to scroll the ‘wrong’ way at first

० Undershooting: Performance was worst when users reached 

the end of the strips and were short of their goal by 1 item.

० Overcorrecting: When users try to correct by one increment, 

they tend to scroll by at least 2 contacts. 

० Fatigue: At the end of the tests, users said their thumbs were a 

bit numbed



Future Work



Future work

In general
० Test should capture amount of overshoot and 

compensation
० Implement page up/down gestures or flick scroll to 

alleviate fatigue

Glove: Experiment with number and spacing of contacts

Tilt: Calibrate forward movement to be more sensitive



Thank You


